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	Bring your websites to life with animations using jQuery


	Overview

	
		Get going with jQuery's animation methods and build a toolkit of ready-to-use animations using jQuery 2.0
	
		Over 50 detailed examples on different types of web page animations
	
		Create both simple and complex animations using clear, step-by-step instructions, accompanied with screenshots



	In Detail


	jQuery is a cross-browser JavaScript library designed to simplify the client-side scripting of HTML, and is the most popular JavaScript library in use today. Using the features offered by jQuery, developers are able to create dynamic web pages. jQuery empowers you with creating simple as well as complex animations.


	jQuery 2.0 Animation Techniques Beginner's Guide will teach you to understand animation in jQuery to produce slick and attractive interfaces that respond to your visitors' interactions. You will learn everything you need to know about creating engaging and effective web page animations using jQuery.


	In jQuery 2.0 Animation Techniques Beginner's Guide, each chapter starts with simple concepts that enable you to build, style, and code your way into creating beautifully engaging and interactive user interfaces.


	With the use of wide range of examples, this book will teach you how to create a range of animations, from subtle UI effects (such as form validation animation and image resizing) to completely custom plugins (such as image slideshows and parallax background animations).


	The book provides various examples that gradually build up your knowledge and practical experience in using the jQuery API to create stunning animations. The book uses many examples and explains how to create animations using an easy and step-by-step approach.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Create custom animations using jQuery's animate() method
	
		Fade, hide, shrink, and slide your animations using jQuery's built-in animation helper methods
	
		Implement subtle UI effects, user-triggered animations and full-page feature animations to animate the user interface of your web applications
	
		Make your background images come to life with movement and animation
	
		Create an automatic slider animation with just a few lines of code
	
		Discover parallax animations and how they can be used in your web projects
	
		Simulate animation in a variety of ways using other non-animation-specific jQuery methods
	
		Get your images scrolling in a certain direction, and at a certain speed, depending on the movements of the mouse pointer



	Approach


	This book is a guide to help you create attractive web page animations using jQuery. Written in a friendly and engaging approach this book is designed to be placed alongside your computer as a mentor.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a web designer or a frontend developer or if you want to learn how to animate the user interface of your web applications with jQuery, this book is for you. Experience with jQuery or Javascript would be helpful but solid knowledge base of HTML and CSS is assumed.
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C# 2005 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Programming can be fun using the power of C#
See how you can use C# to write Windows applications and much more!     

Interested in the exciting possibilities of programming with C#? Well, look sharp! Even if you've never programmed before, you'll see how C# allows you to write code using the Visual Studio® 2005 interface. From...
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JavaFX: Developing Rich Internet Applications (Java Series)Prentice Hall, 2009
It is not often that you get the chance to witness (let alone participate in!) the birth of a truly disruptive technology. We are now at a juncture where information is pervasive—there is a convergence that will allow us to seamlessly move from one information source to another as we conduct our daily lives. Whether we are operating our smart...
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Game Theory and Economic Analysis (Routledge Advances in Game Theory)Routledge, 2003
This book presents the huge variety of current contributions of game theory to economics. The impressive contributions fall broadly into two categories. Some lay out in a jargon free manner a particular branch of the theory, the evolution of one of its concepts, or a problem, that runs through its development. Others are original pieces of work...
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Visual Studio Code Distilled: Evolved Code Editing for Windows, macOS, and LinuxApress, 2018

	
		Use Visual Studio Code to write and debug code quickly and efficiently on any platform, for any device, using any programming language, and on the operating system of your choice.

	
		Visual Studio Code is an open source and cross-platform development tool that focuses on code editing across a variety of development...
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ISGW 2018 Compendium of Technical Papers: 4th International Conference and Exhibition on Smart Grids and Smart Cities (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	This book presents selected articles from India Smart Grid Week (ISGW 2018), held on March 5 to 9, 2018, at the Manekshaw Centre, New Delhi, India. It was the fourth conference and exhibition on smart grids and smart cities organized by the India Smart Grid Forum (ISGF), a Government of India public–private partnership, tasked with...
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Apache Tomcat 7 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012


	This book will help you resolve these issues and boost your confidence in handling Apache Tomcat 7 administration using the tips, tricks, and best practices used by various industry experts to maintain their middleware infrastructure. The best thing that the author did while designing the content is a practical solution, with a detailed...
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